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PROGRAMMING
MUST GET WITH
THE PROGRAM
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As a composer, and gender equity researcher and
advocate, I cannot turn a deaf ear to Phil Scott’s article,
An Orchestra’s Role is Not Primarily to Reflect
Contemporary Society. I respect Scott’s work as a
performer, but as a commentator on this issue, he is not
so deserving of a platform. His arguments are tired and
tedious, hurtful to many, and deserve a swift debunking.
Scott writes: “The greatest music has survived the
era in which it was written; it has transcended its time.”
What he terms (without explanation or qualification)
“the greatest music” was written in a period, lasting
several hundred years, where 100% white, male
composer quotas were in force. This music is a direct
product of its era, its primacy guaranteed by workplace
discrimination that locked out women, people of colour,
and anyone who may have dared to identify as trans or
gender non-conforming. These cohorts were simply not
admitted to the table. The canon many of us grew up
with, studied, and have listened to all our lives is the
direct result of discrimination that continues to have
very real implications for equal opportunity among arts
workers. It strikes me as ironic and disappointing that
Scott, who has derived a large portion of his success from
satiric cabaret that lampoons the establishment, would
display such a marked insensitivity to this point.
As highlighted in Ciaran Frame’s Living Music
Report, the Germanic-European canon Scott gushes
about is disproportionately maintained by our tax-payer
funded National Performing Arts Partnership (NPAP)
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In May, Ciaran Frame wrote an article for the Limelight website about his
2020 Living Music Report. The Report is an annual analysis of Australian
orchestral programming, examining whether the composers, whose works
were performed around the country, adequately reflect the Australian
identity and our gender, cultural and First Nations diversity. Coining a
phrase used by the Australia Council, the article was called Do Our Arts
Reflect Us? Frame found that in 2020 the answer was “not yet” although
the trajectory is headed in the right direction. Phillip Scott, one of
Limelight’s regular music reviewers, replied with a piece (also available
online) in which he argued against classical music being programmed
through the prism of 21st-century diversity and gender equality.
Felicity Wilcox responded with the following article, in which she argues
that orchestras must urgently address the stark deficits addressed in
The Living Music Report.

organisations to the great cost of our own arts workers
and national culture. Australia’s orchestras received
almost $82 million in government funding last year
through the Australia Council, who outlined one of their
core strategic objectives as being, that “our arts reflect
us”. Last time I looked, the majority of Australian citizens
were not dead, white, German men. Our orchestras have
patently failed to deliver on the Australia Council
mandate; instead, according to Frame, just 18% of their
total programming included works by living composers;
just 10% were works by Australian composers; only 4%
were works by female composers; just 1% were works by
culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) Australian
composers; 1% were works by First Nations composers;
and precisely 0% were works by gender non-conforming
(GNC) composers.
Where these sets overlap, these defined percentages
blur; for example, of the 18% living composers, a little
under half of these were Australian, meaning that only
8.1% of all repertoire played by our orchestras was
composed by Australians of any subgroup who are
alive today. Just 17% of living works programmed were
composed by women, which means that overall, a total
of 3.06% of all works programmed were by women alive
today, and just 1.37% by living Australian women. Yet this
is a cohort that, according to the most recent ABS data,
makes up 51% of our population. These yawning
discrepancies do not in any way reflect “us”, and need
to be called out.
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The Sydney Symphony Orchestra’s 2020 season was
particularly shocking. Last year this orchestra sucked
up more than any single orchestra in funding (over
$15 million), yet across the 114 works programmed in their
2020 season performed no works by women, no work by
First Nations composers, no work by GNC composers, and
no works by CALD Australian composers. Throughout his
report, Frame highlights quotations that reveal the lip
service orchestra administrators pay to equity agendas
against the backdrop of such inequity. In the same spirit,
let’s all continue to monitor equity initiatives such as the
SSO’s laudable 50 Fanfares commissioning project to
ensure they are not merely symbolic gestures, but
meaningful steps towards the sustained reform our
broken system so desperately needs.
Another core objective of the Australia Council is
that “arts and creativity are thriving”. Can that be said of
our composers? I love the music of Bach, and some
of the other men named Johann, whose music is still

attracting commissions from smaller organisations and
new music specialist ensembles that have a much better
track record of equitable programming. For example,
new music group Ensemble Offspring, led by female
percussionist Claire Edwardes, took a calculated risk in
2017, programming 100% female composers that season.
Happily, far from falling on their swords, the ensemble
forged new relationships with composers, audiences
flocked, new works were discovered that both diversified
the group’s repertoire and opened their audience’s ears,
opportunities were extended to underrepresented
composers, and the initiative has since stabilised into
seasons that reflect gender parity across all their
programming. Despite this, the Australia Council
withdrew their four-year funding for Ensemble Offspring
in 2020, even as they handed out millions to the nation’s
orchestras, who, in the same year, chose to play more
works by Brahms alone than by all women, alive or dead,
of any nationality, combined.
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The canon many of us grew up with,
studied, and have listened to all our lives
is the direct result of discrimination that
continues to have very real implications
for equal opportunity among arts workers.

programmed at almost four times the rate of First
Nations composers, but I’ve heard them all before.
I studied them at school and at university – to the almost
total exclusion of people who looked like me. They’ve
had their time and they’ve certainly had their turn. I am
not advocating for their cancellation, because historically
they are important. But surely we can make more space
for other composers to thrive?
As one member of a group that makes up half the
population, it strikes me as absurd that in 2020 our
orchestras performed more pieces composed in the year
1723 than works that were written by a woman. Under the
slogan “girls can do anything” we are enticing traditionally
underrepresented young women into tertiary composer
programs where they now are represented in almost equal
numbers to men yet, as evidenced by various studies
globally that reflect comparable percentages to the data
presented in Frame’s Living Music Report, these efforts
are falling well short when it comes to women’s
career success.
With the exception of one or two names, women
composers bump up against a glass ceiling daily. Some
give up composing entirely; most of us have long ceased
imagining we might ever be commissioned to compose
an orchestral piece, so we instead focus our efforts on
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I speak on this issue as a white, cis woman, and, while
people like me undeniably face enormous challenges with
regard to equal representation in music, this does not
mean that the problems experienced by other cohorts of
marginalised composers are any less urgent. First Nations
gaps in health, and levels of incarceration are a blight on
our society. Nine in ten Indigenous people do not have
financial security. International studies show that trans
people are nearly four times more likely to live in poverty,
attempt suicide at a rate of 41%, and that the combination
of anti-transgender bias and persistent, structural racism is
especially devastating. There is so much more to say about
these fundamental structural inequities in society that it
is impossible to lay it all out here. I invite others with
direct lived experience to add to my voice. What I must
note at a minimum, is that the above factors and many
others, directly impact music creators from marginalised
cohorts, and reduce their capacity to produce.
Grandiose rhetoric like Scott’s that mythologises
orchestral music as “an absolute art form” and places it
“on a plane removed from the everyday” perpetuates
the time-worn trope of the composer as lone creator,
extracting his work from the air through his untrammelled
genius. As a working composer of many years, I can tell
you that our work is very much entrenched in the
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No one understood the reality of the composer
as arts worker more than the ‘greats’ whom Scott so
enthusiastically lionises. In Johann Sebastian Bach’s time,
new music was performed every day. For 27 years
(1723–1750) Bach was Kapellmeister at Leipzig
Cathedral where his job was to churn out at least one
new piece for Mass every week; a key reason he was able
to refine his art to such a high degree. Other ‘greats’ such
as Richard Wagner and Felix Mendelssohn occupied the
same role during their careers. What equivalent position
exists in our culture? If living music was created and
performed with such immediacy here and now, imagine
the heights our composers could attain!
Orchestras have the power to make this change.
Unearthing new treasure through commissioning and
performing works from underrepresented composers
is certainly the best way to introduce new repertoire
to audiences and performers. In order to achieve the
Australia Council’s core objective that our arts reflect
who we are, every NPAP’s core mandate must squarely
align with this goal. The arguments Scott trots out, and
that have traditionally driven programming: that it
depends “on what a conductor or soloist is prepared to
play” or that “subscribers pay to hear” music by dead
white males, are backwards-facing and need to be
re-examined. Audiences need to be led towards new
experiences, to be educated as to why this matters, and
above all to be exposed repeatedly over time to new, more
inclusive repertoire, and only then will they open up to
new ways of listening. This involves risk, but as with
Ensemble Offspring’s 2017 season’s success, some risks
might just pay off and lead to change. Other organisations
have taken the leap: the BBC Proms and the Aldeburgh
Festival have each pledged a 50:50 gender balance in
their commissioning of composers by 2022, and in 2017
the UK art music organisation Sound and Music set a goal
of 50:50 gender programming by 2020. CEO Susanna
Eastburn reported that this was “artistically thrilling” for
everybody involved – composers, partner organisations
and audiences: “It turns out that working with a wider
range of composers and being interested in what they
have to say leads to a greater variety of work, more
distinctive programming and a very appealing energy.”
How can Scott or anyone else lay claim to knowing
what constitutes the “best out of 400 years or so of
written musical repertoire” if much of what was created
by marginalised composers remains unknown and
unheard? If the recent resurgence of dormant works by
dead female composers such as Fanny Mendelssohn,
Margaret Sutherland, Florence Price and Clara Schumann
is anything to go by, such women certainly deserve our
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everyday; its quality and scope is directly impacted by our
access (or otherwise) to funding, professional networks,
opportunities, performers, venues, secure housing, safe
workplaces, domestic support, and available time.
The ‘great music’ of the past and today has always
relied upon entrenched systems that privilege men. These
include systems of servitude, whether female – through
marriage, indentured or low-paid domestic work and
childcare – or the servitude of First Nations peoples and
people of colour – from indentured and low-paid work,
through to slavery. When Mahler married his wife Alma,
also a composer, he told her she would have to give up her
calling, as his was apparently greater, and “the role of the
composer, the worker’s role, falls to me, yours is that of a
loving companion and understanding partner”. And the
prodigiously talented Clara Schumann, a leading concert
pianist of her time, had her promising compositional
career stunted by marriage and child rearing. Her more
famous composer husband, Robert, recognised the
tragedy of this conflict, saying: “to have children, and a
husband who is always living in the realm of imagination,
does not go together with composing. She cannot work
at it regularly, and I am often disturbed to think how
many profound ideas are lost because she cannot work
them out.”
Championing an all-white-male canon excludes those
of us who don’t qualify for the club through no fault of our
own. It also belies the reality that music always was, and
mostly still is, created by men who depend upon their
boys’ club networks, on male gatekeepers, such as
conductors, high-profile performers, artistic directors,
and predominantly male heads of Boards to keep them
in the work they have always felt more entitled to than
anyone else. For example, of the nine NPAs surveyed in
Frame’s report, just one has a female Chair of Board
(Adelaide Symphony Orchestra; Kate Gould).
Encouragingly, some of those Boards are at, or close
to, parity in their gender representation, while others
still have a long way to go. The corporate sector has done
its research and the results are in. Companies that have
the highest percentages of women board directors
significantly outperform those with the least in three key
areas: return on equity, return on sales, and return on
invested capital. Resolving the urgent industrial and
ethical issues around systemic exclusion of women and
minority composers might also lead to greater profits,
audience engagement, and the renewal of our sector.
If Australian orchestras don’t play works by our own
composers, who will? Perhaps part of the problem is that
our arts sector fails to adequately understand that
composers are arts workers too.

Resolving the urgent industrial and ethical issues
around systemic exclusion of women and minority
composers might also lead to greater profits, audience
engagement, and the renewal of our sector.
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We have come to a juncture where none of us
can see ourselves adequately represented in the
culture we collectively fund and we must ask
those responsible why this is so.
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attention, and might even provide an alternative canon.
Why not give more undiscovered masterpieces air? Why
not intentionally focus on drawing out new works by
women and minority composers? If not now, then when?
Most of us in these groups are tired of gasping for
the precious little air we are granted. Our necessary
activism eats into the small windows of time we have to
compose. And while we believe that it is no longer good
enough to so disproportionately exclude CALD, First
Nations, female, and GNC composers, our beef is not
with white men – who we are involved with in multiple
capacities from the professional to the personal – rather,
it is with the forces that maintain a non-inclusive status
quo and resile from the robust conversation that we must
now all have.
Australian composers must collectively organise to
consider our options: male, female, cis and gender-diverse,
white, CALD, and First Nations alike – because we are all
losing this battle. Research clearly shows the importance
of role models to a person’s capacity to imagine and plan
a career pathway in music and other areas of the creative
industries. We have come to a juncture where none of us
can see ourselves adequately represented in the culture we
collectively fund and we must ask those responsible why
this is so.
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Is it simply a lack of leadership that keeps the status
quo in place when it comes to orchestral repertoire?
What will it take to change a culture that locks so many
of us out? Is there a legal case to answer for any tax-payerfunded orchestra in Australia that continues to program
work at the staggering scale of the current inequity? Who
exactly are Scott’s “classical music lovers” who “today turn
to this vast repertoire not to have our society reflected
back at us, but to escape it”? How can orchestras work
harder to engage them in exploring new sounds? Surely
those who truly love music want to see it remain relevant,
and to support its regeneration? A commitment on the
part of conductors, directors, audiences and orchestras to
embrace a more diverse, living repertoire can only lead
to a more nuanced musical legacy than we currently have,
and would be a worthy project, as we have so much that
is unique to celebrate here in Australia.
Australians deserve to hear a great deal more music
by First Nations peoples, by women, by gender nonconforming people, by composers of colour, and by
our male contemporaries in our concert halls today.
All composers deserve to believe in their future.
Orchestras must urgently address the stark deficits cited
in The Living Music Report, and get (programming)
with the program.
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